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Moralistic punishment is common in humans and functions to

discourage perceived moral transgressions. Research in

neuroeconomics suggests that moralistic punishment behavior

is associated with activity in neural systems involved in

detecting norm violations and in value-based decision-making.

Separately, research in philosophy and social psychology

highlights different moral expectations for girls/women and

boys/men. Here, we synthesize these perspectives to propose

a framework for investigating gender disparities in punishment.

We propose such disparities may arise through multiple

channels, including (1) differences in how the neural salience

network responds to perceived norm violations, with stronger

responses when women (versus men) violate feminine-coded

norms, and when men (versus women) violate masculine-coded

norms; and (2) differences in how the neural valuation network

tracks the value of punishment decisions, with stronger

responses when punishing gender-specific norm violations. We

review literature on gendered moral expectations and neural

mechanisms underlying moralistic punishment, and suggest

hypotheses for future research.
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Introduction
Humans often punish others who are perceived to violate

moral norms: socially prescribed rules for how one ought

to behave.1 An extensive literature in moral psychology

and behavioral economics has characterized the
1 We use the terms ‘moral’ and ‘moralistic’ throughout the manuscript

as descriptive terms, referring to attitudes and judgments of ordinary

people that have moral content. In other words, we are not making

normative claims about what is in fact morally right or wrong.
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psychological mechanisms of such moralistic punishment,

and more recent work in neuroeconomics has begun to

describe its underlying neural mechanisms [1]. For the

most part, this work has focused on anonymous social

interactions, where the punisher knows little to nothing

about the target of punishment apart from their evidently

having committed a norm violation. However, research in

social psychology and philosophy suggests that punish-

ment often depends on targets’ social-identity features.

For example, racial and gender disparities have been

documented in the content or application of moral norms,

and, more generally, moral judgments are highly sensitive

to relational context [2]. However, existing research has

still only scratched the surface of socially situated moral-

istic punishment, including its underpinnings in the

brain. Some recent work has begun to explore the neural

basis of racial disparities in punishment [3], but so far,

gender disparities have received little attention.

Here, we synthesize work in neuroeconomics, philosophy

and social psychology to explore when and how different

expectations about moral behavior for girls/women and

boys/men — or gendered moral norms — affect decisions to

punish perceived moral norm violations. In what follows,

we sketch out a testable framework for understanding the

psychology and neuroscience of gender disparities in

moralistic punishment.

Moralistic punishment and its neural basis
Moralistic punishment is the intentional application of an

aversive consequence to someone who is perceived to have

violated a moral norm. Within psychology, there is a rich

tradition of studying social norms more generally as well as

their influence on individual judgments andbehavior [4–6].

Here, we focus on moral norms in particular, and how

people respond to their perceived violation. Moralistic

punishment can take many forms, including private or

public shaming, physical aggression, or social exclusion.

In laboratory studies focused on fairness or reciprocity

norms primarily, punishment is typically measured using

economic games where punishers can reduce the payoff of

norm violators. Though moral norms and associated pun-

ishments do vary cross-culturally, punishment behavior of

one kind or another is a cultural universal [7], and emerges

early in human development [8–10].

Witnessing or experiencing a moral norm transgression,

such as a violation of fairness, is affectively aversive.

Unfairness in economic games has been found to incite

feelings of anger, sadness, disappointment, and spite
www.sciencedirect.com
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2 Because past work on gender stereotypes has focused primarily on

binary definitions of sex or gender, the current review cannot effectively

assess disparities in punishment that may arise in relation to intersex,

transgender, and/or non-binary identities, which is a major limitation.

Ideally, future work will be able to consider disparities beyond the sex/

gender binary.
toward the unfair player [11�,12,13]. Negative affective

responses following norm violations are highly predictive

of punishment behavior [12], and may partly explain why

punishment behavior linearly increases with the unfair-

ness of the offer proposed [14], an effect that is largely

consistent across cultures [7]. Likewise, intentional norm

violations are punished more severely than unintentional

norm violations [15,16], perhaps in part because the

former are more upsetting than the latter.

Research on the neural mechanisms of moralistic punish-

ment has identified two distinct stages of this behavior,

each of which engages a different neural circuit (see Ref.

[1] for a meta-analysis). The first stage involves detecting a

norm violation, which broadly engages the salience net-

work. The second stage involves deciding to punish, which

engages regions implicated in value-based decision-

making.

Detecting a moral norm violation, such as an unfair offer

in an economic exchange, activates several regions

including the anterior insula, dorsal anterior cingulate

cortex (dACC), superior temporal sulcus (including tem-

poroparietal junction) and ventrolateral, dorsolateral, and

dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (PFC) [1,16,17,18��]. The

anterior insula and dACC are core hubs of the salience

network and are involved in integrating sensory, affective,

and cognitive information in order to direct attention to

salient stimuli [19]. Activation of the anterior insula in

particular has been associated with signaling inequality

[20], and is parametrically correlated with punishment

behavior in economic games [17,21,22]. Given the

insula’s role in emotional reactivity and salience attribu-

tion, activation of the anterior insula might signal an

affective response to the norm violation.

At the detection stage, the ‘norm prediction error’ has

been proposed as a mechanism guiding punishment

decisions [23]. Norm prediction errors arise when there

is a mismatch between the internal representation of the

norm (modelled as a probability distribution over possi-

ble behaviors) and the observed behavior [24]. A Bayes-

ian ideal observer model can be used to determine a

norm prediction error parameter, which has been found

to be encoded in the insula, ventral striatum and ven-

tromedial PFC (vmPFC) [24]. In a key study, this

prediction error signal correlated with participants’ sub-

jective feelings about unfair offers and vmPFC activa-

tion. Importantly, in an economic exchange experiment,

participants who had higher expectations of fairness

reported more negative affective responses to fairness

violations and were more likely to punish those violations

than participants who had lower expectations of fairness.

Such findings point to a close relationship between

detecting norm violations (at least those relating to

fairness), experiencing negative affect, and punishment

behavior.
www.sciencedirect.com 
With respect to the decision stage, behavioral studies

suggest that punishment is generally satisfying to the

punisher [25–27], while neuroimaging studies implicate

valuation circuitry in punishment decisions. When partici-

pants engage in moralistic punishment, there is increased

activation in the dorsal and ventral striatum, dorsolateral

PFC, and vmPFC [15,28–30], all of which are implicated in

value-based decision-making [31] and reinforcement learn-

ing [32]. This neural evidence, in concert with behavioral

and self-report data from participants, indicates that pun-

ishment is motivating to the punisher and deciding to

punish engages neural valuation circuitry.

Gender disparities in moral norms
Gender stereotypes include normative expectations for

behavior that differ for persons presumed to be male or

female2 [33,34��,35,36,37��]. Seminal work in social psy-

chology has identified prescriptive and proscriptive norms

for men and women in Western societies [33,37��,38–41],
and these gendered norms have been largely stable over

time [37��,42]. Prentice and Carranza’s [33] study of

gendered traits is especially nuanced and differentiates

between prescriptive, proscriptive, and descriptive norms

for women and men. Prescriptions that are intensified for

women include being cooperative, warm, kind, friendly,

supportive, and nurturing, while intensified proscriptions

include traits like promiscuity and aggression [33,43].

Adherence to these expectations could serve to promote

the fulfillment of a caregiving function [44], which, in

Western societies, has traditionally been more norma-

tively expected of women than of men, especially in

certain (e.g. domestic) domains [45,46]. For men, inten-

sified prescriptions include being aggressive, competi-

tive, and assertive, while intensified proscriptions include

emotionality, approval-seeking, and weakness [33].

Adherence to these expectations might serve to promote

a hierarchical function [44], which, in patriarchal social

orders, normatively positions men in a dominant role (by

definition).

This asymmetric positioning may help to explain the

different moral norms that are often applied to men and

women. Indeed, moralizing behavior in the first place (that

is, treating otherwise neutral or inoffensive behavior as a

matter of moral concern) also often differs between gen-

ders [47], such that the behavior may be judged to be

normal or natural for one gender, but morally inappropri-

ate for the other. One theory holds that gender systems

within patriarchal societies — that is, societies organized

along hierarchical lines with men normatively expected to

occupy dominant roles and women normatively expected
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 34:166–172
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to occupy subordinate roles — serve to uphold this male/

female hierarchy as the default basis for social coordination

(for a classic overview, see Ref. [48]). The philosopher

Kate Manne has recently proposed that misogyny is one

powerful mechanism by which this hierarchy is enforced.

In particular, misogyny targets women’s perceived behav-

ioral deviations from the norms that govern their pre-

scribed roles (detection stage) and encouraging their pun-

ishment accordingly (decision stage) [34��]. These norms

include expectations that women will provide particular

moral goods to men such as attention, love, care, compas-

sion, and honesty. Conversely, women are expected not to

be agentic, power-hungry, dominant, or to seek the valu-

able roles that are normatively expected to be fulfilled by

men.

While Manne focuses more on the social functions of

misogyny than on its psychological nature, she explicitly

highlights parallels between misogyny and moralistic

punishment:

“If [misogyny] feels like anything at all, it will tend to be
righteous: like standing up for oneself or for morality, or –
often combining the two – for the ‘little guy’. It often feels
to those in its grip like a moral crusade, not a witch hunt.
And it may pursue its targets not in the spirit of hating
women but, rather, of loving justice.”

Manne’s claim here is an empirical one, and, as such,

requires testing to assess its generalizability. In one

perspective, justice sensitivity may be negatively associ-

ated with gender-specific system justification [49]. How-

ever, there is also evidence that violent or oppressive

behavior is often motivated by, and experienced as,

morally righteous [50]. Together with the theoretical

and empirical work described earlier, then, a framework

begins to emerge according to which perceived violations

of gendered moral norms should elicit different patterns

of moralistic punishment for men and women in both

behavior and brain activity. Specifically, violations of

feminine-coded prescriptive and proscriptive norms are

expected to be more harshly punished when women

commit these transgressions (e.g. fail to be caring), and

violations of masculine-coded prescriptions and proscrip-

tions are expected to be more harshly punished when

committed by men (e.g. fail to be courageous in the face

of a perceived threat). When people detect that a norm

violation has occurred, neural activity in the salience

network should correspond to extent of the disparity

between the normative expectation and the observed

behavior (see Figure 1a). Accordingly, there should be

stronger activity when women (versus men) violate femi-

nine-coded norms, and when men (versus women) violate

masculine-coded norms (see Figure 1b). A similar pattern

should emerge within the valuation network during deci-

sions to punish, such that network activity should be

higher when punishing women than men for violating
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 34:166–172 
feminine-coded norms, and higher when punishing men

than women for violating masculine-coded norms.

Current evidence for gender disparities in
moralistic punishment
Preliminary evidence for our hypothesis comes from the

social psychology literature. This literature suggests that

both women and men who are deficient in adhering to

prescribed gendered moral norms (or who exhibit pro-

scribed gendered moral traits) are judged more harshly by

peers than those who are not seen to be deficient in these

respects [51,52]. For example, aggressive-independent

women who violate prescriptive subordinance norms

within hierarchical gendered systems, and passive-depen-

dent men who violate prescriptive dominance norms

within such systems, were perceived as less likeable than

their norm-conforming counterparts [51]. In other studies,

parent dyads with male primary caregivers were per-

ceived as less likeable than dyads with female primary

caregivers [52,53]. Further, women deficient in caregiving

traits such as empathic concern and sensitivity to others’

feelings were judged to be less likeable, effective, sup-

portive, and normative by other women [54].

Additional evidence for gender disparities in punishment

following moral norm violations comes from the organi-

zational behavior literature. Narcissistic female leaders,

compared to narcissistic male leaders, who lack pre-

scribed traits such as kindness and warmth or possess

proscribed traits such as arrogance, were perceived as less

effective leaders by subordinates [55]. Kennedy et al.
leveraged experimental and field data to show that

female attorneys were more expected to conform to

professional ethics codes and were punished more

harshly for ethical transgressions than male attorneys

[56]. Echoing this finding, female financial advisers were

punished more harshly following misconduct, were more

likely to be fired and less likely to find a new job relative

to male financial advisers who behaved similarly [57�].
There is also evidence that female leaders were expected

to be punished more harshly for their leadership failures

than male counterparts in similar positions [58], and

ethical failures do more damage to organizational reputa-

tions when the organization is led by a woman relative to

a man [59].

Behavioral economic research on moralistic punishment

has for the most part not considered gender disparities,

but there are a few notable exceptions, albeit with mixed

results. For example, while one study reported higher

rates of punishment of women than men who violate

fairness norms in ultimatum games [60], two other studies

reported lower levels of punishment for women than for

men [61,62]. Finally, a direct replication of one of these

studies ([63] replicating [60]) failed to find any gender

disparities in punishment.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

(a)
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Gender disparities in the detection of moral norm violations. Here we depict a computational framework for conceptualizing gender disparities in

the detection of moral norm violations, using expectations of care as an example context. (a) Lohrenz and Montague’s model for detecting social

norm violations, where norm prediction errors encode discrepancies between (in this example context) observed levels of care and expected

levels of care. (b) Proposed model for gendered moral norm violations, where gendered moral norms establish different expectations of care on

the basis of gender. This results in gendered norm prediction errors according to the (perceived) gender of the actors of observed behavior.

Crucially, different expectations of care on the basis of gender result in different prediction errors for the same behavior. To the extent prediction

errors drive punishment, there will then be gender disparities in punishment.
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One possible explanation for these discrepancies is that

the economic games employed in these studies largely

invoke moral norms surrounding fairness and reciprocity.

However, it is not clear whether violations of reciprocity

expectations — as opposed to those concerning care or

hierarchy — are especially gendered, even in patriarchal

societies. Indeed, reciprocity norms are thought to apply

precisely to those situations in which participants are

functional equals [44]; and monetary systems may have

evolved in part to serve an equalizing function between

otherwise unequal groups or individuals with a common

interest in fair exchange [64]. As such, the widespread use

of economic games to study moralistic punishment

behavior is insufficient for fully characterizing its under-

lying psychology. This is because only reciprocity-based

moral norms are at stake in such games, rather than moral

norms derived from care, hierarchy, mating, coalition, or

other cooperative functions [44], some of which are more

likely to be gendered. Future research can inform gender

disparities in moral norm violations by examining a

broader array of moral norm violations and consequent

punishments.

For example, paradigms like the trust game [65] or a

modified trust game with antecedent promise stage [66]

might probe gender disparities in punishment following

violations of trustworthiness and honesty norms. Addi-

tionally, vignettes probing moral judgments in a wider

array of social and relational contexts might shed further

light on gender disparities in blameworthiness following

norm violations across a range of interpersonal situations

[67].

Conclusions and future directions
Neuroeconomic research on moralistic punishment has

identified two distinct stages: detecting that a norm

violation has occurred, and deciding to punish the norm

violation, which, respectively, engage neural networks

involved in salience detection and valuation. Meanwhile,

research in social psychology and philosophy show that

moral norms vary for men and women, and that men and

women are punished for deviating from prescriptive and

proscriptive expectations for their respective genders.

Synthesizing these distinct literatures, we propose that

there are likely to be systematic gender disparities in

moralistic punishment, and that violations of gendered

moral norms will be associated with neural norm predic-

tion errors at the detection stage, and engagement of the

valuation circuitry during the punishment stage in a way

that reflects these gender disparities. We stress that

existing behavioral economic paradigms may be too nar-

row in focus to adequately test these predictions, as they

are typically concerned with violations of fairness or

reciprocity norms only. Since norms surrounding care

and hierarchy should, on theoretical grounds, be more

likely to be gendered, research paradigms will need to

expand to include these norms in order to study gender
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2020, 34:166–172 
disparities in moralistic punishment in an ecologically

valid manner.

Our proposal raises several new questions that we think

warrant investigation. For example, what are the specific

gendered moral expectations for men and women in the

present day? How do these expectations vary across

human societies and demographic groups? Do larger

deviations from gendered moral norms result in harsher

punishments? How do gender disparities in punishment

intersect with disparities on the basis of race, class, sexual

orientation, or disability? How does gender non-confor-

mity, along with increasing recognition of gender fluidity

and non-binary identities, affect normative expectations?

What are the neural mechanisms underlying gender dis-

parities in punishment? Does the brain treat gendered

norm violations differently to how it treats other kinds of

norm violations? If so, does this happen at the detection

stage, the decision stage, or both? Could these neural

mechanisms identify measurable targets for interventions

to reduce bias? We hope that addressing these questions

and others will pave the way toward reducing gendered

iniquities in punishment and in society more broadly.
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